CHAPTER - 6

MODULE
INFORMATION
6.1 HOUSEKEEPING

This module enables the user to Add, Query, Delete, Modify a record, View or Print the set of records. The table that can access through the proper authorization to table like,

**Tables Used :-**

- RESERVAT
- OCUPANCY
- ROOMMAST
- DEPTMAST
- ITEMMAST
- KOTDESCR
- RECEIPTS
- ISSUENEW
- STOKMAST
- ROOMBILL
- BILLBOOK
- BILLMAST
- LOGIPAST

Depending on user choice of action the data / record is retrieved, added, delete or modified. Also user can view the set of records on the screen and if he/she wise to print the same, that facility is also there. i.e. to take hardcopy of any of set of records or all records from any of the tables. I had used same screen design for any type of action for a particular table. I had written same source code for Addition, Modify, and Deletion option. In case of view option I had written separate source code for all tables. Data entry screens are prepared using FOXPRO/WINDOW. At the time of record Addition and Modification, help message is displayed at the bottom of the screen.
6.2 BILL PASSING PROCEDURE

There are two main bill types:
(i) Bill for the guest
(ii) Bill for the receipt items

(i) Bill for the guest :-

There are four bill types mainly for the guest (cash/credit) according to chargeable/non-chargeable.

(i) Room bill
(ii) Food bill
(iii) Laundry bill
(iv) Telephone bill

Tables are used for above as follows:
1). OCUPANCY
2). KOTDESCR
3). ROOMBILL
4). BILLBOOK
5). BILLMAST

(ii) Bill for the receipt items :-

(i) Receipt bill
(ii) Issue bill (consumption sheet)

Tables are used for these bills as follows:
1). RECEIPTS
2). ISSUENEW
3). STOKMAST
4). ITEMMAST